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Wren  Feathers 
Summer Sew Along 2020:  Medieval Europe 

As always, this pattern is © by me (Jennie Bagrowski) and is for your personal use only, you MAY share it by linking to 
this blog, you may NOT sell it or upload it to any site without my permission.  If you sell things made from this pattern, 
I’d appreciate credit for the pattern design.     
If you downloaded this elsewhere it was stolen from:  http://jenwrenne.wordpress.com    
I assume you have basic sewing knowledge and the explanation should suffice, but if you need help please email me! 

 

The votes are in! 
When the poll closed, your choice was…Medieval Europe! Which is actually a very broad geographic and historical range 
(about 500 to 1500) and since I’m terrible at making decisions, I found a random European country picker here: 

https://wordwall.net/resource/234886/geography/wheel-european-countries 

 

 And it looks like we’re going to be in Norway!  This is actually quite interesting from a historical authenticity standpoint, 
because there have been a number of grave excavations with textiles, for example: 

http://www.khm.uio.no/english/visit-us/viking-ship-museum/exhibitions/oseberg/   

Using Oseberg as a reference point, we’re loosely in the early Medieval period. 

 

What will we make? 
You’re used to the sew-along being a collection that comprises a whole wardrobe, mix and match pieces, etc.  But when 
I thought about medieval people, they didn’t change their whole outfit every day except maybe undies (which might 
have doubled as jammies) a few times a week if they could afford it. They wore the same thing every day and added 
pieces on top of that as needed for warmth to form a complete costume. 

Another issue is your stash!  As I write this in May, our JoAnn stores are still currently closed and I’m having to raid my 
stash and closet for fabrics.  So, this year, let’s work on fewer pieces, but maybe taking more time on them, as medieval 
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people would have done.  What could that look like for you?  Better construction methods?  Sewing completely by 
hand?  Careful seam finishes?  Hand embroidery?  Yes! Using fabric that was vegetable dyed and completely handspun 
and hand woven on a warp-weighted loom?  Umm…if you’ve got a lot of time on your hands this summer, sure!   

Who will these costumes fit? 

Well, the original plan was actually to do a bunch of dresses in two sizes, but given the limitations of my fabric stash and 
the fact that fabric stores are closed, I chose to go with just one, smaller 16” size and made everything for my Sasha 
Gregor (whose name is now Nils).  If you don’t have a Sasha, most of the simple geometric shapes of the patterns are 
pretty easy to reduce and enlarge.  When we get to it, yes, I’ll also detail turning the boy’s tunic into a girl’s dress. 

 

Finding appropriate fabric 
I get SO annoyed when I try to watch a movie where some terrible costume designer has decided to costume medieval 
peasants with a loose weave fabric that looks like it’s about to fall apart and left the neck/armhole openings or hems of 
their costumes raw and frayed for some misguided “rustic” sort of look.  No one in medieval times would have done 
that!  In a world where cloth was exceedingly precious, because every bit of it was hand dyed and carded, handspun on 
a drop spindle, handwoven on a primitive warp-weighted loom, and laboriously hand stitched, you wanted clothing to 
last as long as possible.  So, you did a good job on it!  Textile professionals at the time were just that – professionals!  No 
experienced spinner would waste valuable fiber by producing anything but consistent, well-spun yarn, and no self-
respecting weaver would waste that precious handspun yarn by making shoddy cloth, nor would they not full it.  So 
those loose weaves are OUT.   

Appropriate fabrics include linen and wool, or for the very rich, imported silk.  It’s possible you might find something at a 
fabric store, but really, these are best sourced from cut-up clothing if you’re looking for good quality. 

Flannel makes a good-looking doll-scale substitute for fulled wool if you can’t find thin enough old wool clothing to cut 
up, and of course you can substitute cotton muslin for the linen if needed.   

What fabric colors were appropriate in the Middle Ages?  If you look on a natural dyeing website or book, you’ll see that 
we humans can coax a rainbow of colors into fiber using natural materials…from all over the world…that we order 
online.  People at the time generally relied on things that were close at hand, or regionally-familiar because, even if they 
could be imported, natural dyes need different mordants and conditions or even highly specialized skills, like setting up 
an indigo vat.  Packaging up dyes from a faraway country and exporting them with a handy printed FAQ on their use was 
just not going to happen.   There’s a good article here: https://www.cs.vassar.edu/~capriest/vikdyes.html but to 
summarize, brown, yellow, red, blue, were easily available in Northern Europe, as well as blended colors of purple and 
green, and purples from lichens.  I thought the lichen dyes would be subtle, but then found this website: 
https://www.mycopigments.com/ which has a lovely, bight, pinky-purple I would never have expected!   

Deeper shades and more complex colors that required overdyeing, such as purples and greens would have been more 
expensive and could be used to indicate your doll is wealthier.  

I’ve said certain dyestuffs wouldn’t have been imported, but it is true that textiles would have, and they could easily 
have been dyed with ingredients from that locality.  For example, silk fabric from Persia was a sought-after luxury item, 
and silk yarns have been found woven into bands that, based on the patterns, clearly indicate the yarn was imported 
and then used to weave with local methods. 
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Let’s talk trim! 

The main ways of decorating wool and linen clothing would have been with woven bands and embroidery.   

There’s a nice site with appropriate embroidery here: https://ciarsstitchintime.wordpress.com/2013/05/18/viking-age-
embroidery-from-oseberg/ 

Double herringbone stitch seems to have been very common, and looks nice with two different colors of thread.  You 
can add to this with a row of stem or chain stitches at the sides.  As in many other cultures that value well-made and 
decorated textiles (Middle Eastern and Andean clothing come to mind) seams might have been covered with 
embroidery.  This was decorative and reinforcing, but covering seams with special stitching might have been believed to 
have had some talisman-type protective value too, as that belief is known to have existed in various cultures for quite a 
long time.  Many ancient Slavic symbols were thought to have protective qualities for their wearers when embroidered 
or woven into textiles, especially shirts and belts. 
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And now you need to learn to tablet weave… 
Tablet weaving was the very first kind of weaving I ever tried.  As a college student, I could not afford any type of loom, 
but my budget could definitely handle cutting up and punching holes in cereal boxes and using a piece of plastic from a 
recycled food container as a shuttle.  With some 1970s-era “how-to” book from the library in hand, I tied the whole 
mess to a bookshelf leg and the other end to a belt on my waist and proceeded to create some very wonky-looking 
bands with worsted-weight acrylic yarn bought in a bulk bag from a thrift store.  At that time, I’d have given anything for 
a “real” loom that could maybe weave something like a scarf, but years later, now that we for some inconceivable 
reason share our living room with a monstrosity of a 16-shaft loom, I’ve rediscovered card weaving and LOVE it!   
 
Having used cards made from cereal boxes, file folders, playing cards, shrinky dinks, fancy purchased laser-cut acrylic, 
etc. I’d have to say the playing card ones are my current favorites.  For extra irony, I love to attach my backstrap bands 
to the side of my floor loom as an anchor, but you can use anything sturdy enough not to move or topple over on you; in 
nice weather a big tree outside is ideal.   
 
Already an experienced tablet weaver?   
Start this project now…it’s going to be trim for a tunic soon!   

 https://www.pinterest.com/pin/330240585152081881/ 
 https://sisselblom.se/brickband-dragon-heads/ 

Or if you need a little more explanation: 
 https://watervole.dreamwidth.org/668542.html  

(I know, it’s not Norwegian, it’s from Dublin, but they did have raiding/trading contact so it’s entirely possible the motif 
could have appeared there too) 

 

 

While I originally did thread the above photo up as a 2-hole tablet weave, it ended up being partially Andean pebble 
weave in the interests of time after I kept getting frustrated with turning the thick acrylic cards.  Since pebble weave is a 
structure I’m super familiar with, I unthreaded everything from the cards and put it onto 4 shafts of a table loom, which 

control the solid colors and dotted rows that stay the same every other row.  I then tied up an additional string heddle to 
control 2 more rows that stayed the same, and did the rest with hand pickup.  The borders stayed threaded in the 

tablets, so the whole thing was kind of a mess to weave but eventually turned out well!  It’s interesting to note that 
tablets were frequently used alongside plain weave and twill on looms of the time to produce a strong edge to beat 
against and/or provide a decorative border.  This was done extensively in the Baltic region and remains a part of folk 

costume in some countries there today. 
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Beginner with some experience tablet weaving? 

 This is what I used for my legwraps (pictured below): 
http://www.pvv.org/~raaness/prosjekt_fritid/filer/brikkevev/egne/brikkvevband_v59.html 

 The yarn is Brassard cottolin (about like 10/2 cotton) 
 It’s a VERY simple, threaded-in pattern you just turn continuously one direction until too much twist builds up 

and then reverse. 

 

After you do that, check out this: https://evahaandarbejde.files.wordpress.com/2014/04/tablet_weaving_eso.pdf to 
learn all kinds of new techniques!  

 
What is this “tablet weaving” thing you speak of? 
Here’s an intro: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3MZQ7Tkavt8  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FM7ADDOlfyo&t=650s  
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zJmZp41ZnEk&t=1071s 
And here’s someone weaving the Dublin dragons pattern pictured above: 
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=344952892716878 
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This week we’ll make the base of the costume – undies (see link 
to pattern below this) and you can start tablet weaving legwraps 
and thinking about “not-socks” 
What about socks?  Well, I have a couple of facts and one conjecture… 

It is a fact that lots of shoes are excavated from Viking trash pits, because they were softer and worn to walk many, 
many more miles than our shoes today.  Not a lot of socks are found, though, in either graves or trash pits, and those 
that are were usually made by a technique called nålbinding.  So, the two facts would seem to be that either that a 
nålbinding sock is PC (period-correct), or going sockless is acceptable too.  There are some later-medieval paintings that 
show something like a sewn sock, and people of that time did wear woolen hose cut of woven cloth on the bias that was 
also like a tall, sewn sock that went all the way up the legs.  I chose not to use that because it fits so tightly that resizing 
it would be extremely challenging. 

It’s been established that leg wrappings were used for warmth, cinching in pants around the legs, protection from 
underbrush, etc.  I have a conjecture though, that maybe it’s possible they did what some countries’ armies did until 
very recently and used pieces of fabric wrapped around their feet when extra warmth was required in their shoes.  
(portyanki link: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Footwraps)  It would make sense then, in excavating sockless trash pits, 
that if they were not wrapped in place, they would not be recognized as socks, per se, rather as just some type of textile 
fragments. 

 


